
Brand Assessment Checklist
Yes, I am giving you homework. But, it’s easy—these are all yes or no questions.

Why am I giving you homework? Your brand is the foundation for all of your business’ 
interactions with your audience. We’ll go over these questions during our initial phone 
conversation, and I’d like to have a good handle on exactly what your brand is and what 
you want to achieve when working with me. If we discover that there are gaps in your 
brand foundation, we’ll talk about what that could mean for this project and strategize 
possible solutions, if needed. 

Believe me, we want to do this up front, not somewhere in the middle of your project, 
and defi nitely not aft er your next communication gets released into the world.

Brand Strategy Yes No
Do you have one?
Can you summarize it or provide a written document?
Is it still true and accurate for your brand today?
Do you have a clear purpose? (Not clear on this yet? Watch this video and 
read this article.)
Do you have a mission?
Do you have a vision?
Do you have goals?
Do you have written profi les/avatars of your audience(s)?
Do your active customers or clients believe what you believe about what it 
is that you do?
Do your employees believe what you believe (or what the company 
believes) about what it is you all do?

Logo
Do you have one?
Does it accurately represent your business the way you want it to?
Was your purpose clear and part of the process when your logo was 
created?
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http://www.ted.com/talks/simon_sinek_how_great_leaders_inspire_action.html
http://www.liquidagency.com/blog/the-strategic-pyramid/#.UcjRGzu17Qo
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Look & Feel
Do you have one?
Does it accurately represent your brand in the world?
Does it refl ect your purpose?
Do you have a brand book?

Any no answers may (but not necessarily) indicate an area for more in-depth 
exploration. If you know that something is not working within the context of your brand 
strategy and visual communication materials and you’d like to explore further with me, 
then let’s chat. 

I can help you determine a plan of action to get your whole strategy aligned and working 
well.

I can help you directly implement action to strengthen a weak area.

I can do both! We can meet, determine a plan of action and priorities, and then schedule 
a pace that is right for your business. 

http://www.marbrywalker.com/contact/

